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Professional Experience
✦ (2020–present) AAVSO Webinar Coordinator

⤑ Identifying, securing, and communicating with speakers
⤑ Scheduling tech checks and providing technical support
⤑ Emceeing three webinars per month

✦ (2020–present) AAVSO Ambassador
⤑ Creating marketing materials for the AAVSO
⤑ Performing variable-star-related outreach

✦ (2021) Co-host, ASW2021 (Nov. 3–4th, Somerville, MA)
⤑ Emceed part of the conference
⤑ Assisted with pre-conference setup

✦ (2018–2019) Youth Director, Houston Astronomical Society
⤑ Participated in board meetings to help determine the course of the organization
⤑ Advocated for members

Skills
Observational Astronomy
✦ Skilled visual observer with 7 years of field experience using a wide variety of telescopes
✦ Stellar spectroscopist with 2.5 years of field experience
✦ Pioneered the ‘drift scanning spectroscopy’ technique in order to perform slitless

spectroscopy without access to a motorized mount
✦ Additionally experienced with photometry and various imaging techniques

Programming
(Sep.–Oct. 2021) Created redsupergiants.com

Proficient in: Additionally familiar with:
Python (incl. Astropy) Flask/Jinja2 SCSS
HTML/CSS Javascript SQL

Graphic Design
Portfolio: tiedyeastronomer.com/portfolio

Proficient in: Additionally familiar with:
Adobe Photoshop Adobe Premiere Pro
Adobe Illustrator Adobe InDesign
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Teaching
▸ (2020) Served as a Mentor in the Houston Astronomical Society Mentorship Program
▸ Over 100 hours of experience teaching at public astronomy outreach events
▸ Provided personalized help and mentorship to dozens of curious people online via.

email, Zoom, and forums
▸ Continually creating educational materials and publishing them on tiedyeastronomer.com

Other uncommon skills
Laser cutting (vector design, software, and maintenance of a laser cutter)
Writing & editing (especially scicomm)

Talks
Invited talks

2021 - Houston Astronomical Society - DIY Spectrography on a Budget
2020 - AAVSO Spectroscopy Observing Section webinar - The Drift Scanning Method:

Spectrography with a dob
Contributed talks

2021 - 110th AAVSO Annual Meeting - RSGs are just plain cool: An observing program and
online tool

2021 - The Bush School Astronomy Cascade - From Point A to the B Band: One Young
Astronomer’s Journey into Spectroscopy

2021 - AAVSO How-To Hour - Spectrography on a Budget
2020 - ASW2020 - Let the Earth do the work! High Quality Spectra at Low Cost with the Drift

Scanning Method
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